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The Nature of Jurisprudence

1.1 What is studying jurisprudence all about?

1.2 The scope of jurisprudence

1.1 What is studying jurisprudence all about?

The idea behind this textbook is to help students through the examination on
jurisprudence and legal theory. It cannot be a substitute for either the primary
sources or, indeed, other textbooks and students will go badly astray if they attempt
to use it in this way. It is, however, intended to give students an overview of the
main areas.

Jurisprudence is a difkrent sort of subject to study from most aspects of the law
which largely deal with case law and statutory materials. This is mainly because
ideas, and not facts, are at a premium. Jurisprudence has facts, true, and case law
subjects are not, of course, completely devoid of intellectual content. But it is clear
that there is a greater proportion of abstract, theoretical material in jurisprudence,
and students often fail to come to terms with it.

As we all know with a case law subject, it is possible to be very lucky in
preparation the evening before an examination and to hit upon a topic that will be
fresh to mind the following day and which is in the examination paper. That sort of
possibility does not exist for jurisprudence. Instead, you have to show the examiners
that you have developed a speculative cast of mind in your reading and study. You
should, however, he aware of the following:

The relevance of legal practice

There is in the English tradition a scepticism for anything theoretical in connection
with the law. This is in marked contrast to the position in Europe where theoretical
perspectives are welcomed. In English law schools many of the lecturers are also
practitioners in the law and have little time for what they often perceive to be
abstract waffle. Despite this, lawyers often display in practice an approach to the
subject of law that would legitimately be the scope of inquiry of a jurisprudence
course. If law students were to avoid the study of jurisprudence they would fall into
the trap of accepting without question the correctness of other people's views on the
issues within the jurisprudence course without necessarily knowing why or how.
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Jurisprudence will help you formulate what questions need to be asked and gives
guidance on how others have sought to answer these questions. In the UK, most
people accept as valid a theory of law known as legal positivism. That theory was
the invention of only a few legal philosophers, the most notable of whom was
Jeremy Bentham. Those who say that jurisprudence has no effect on the real
practical world should contemplate what sorts of people influenced their beliefs. It is
certainly true that Bentham (and Austin and, in turn, Hart) have had an enormous
effect on the wa y we think about law in the UK today. Ronald Dworkin, too, is
having an increasing effect on the way we think about law, particularly since the
publication of his book Law's Empire in 1986. Note, for example, the following
remark made by Sir Leonard Hoffman, a distinguished judge of the Chancery
Division of the High Court, in an article in the Law Quarter/i, Review in 1989:
'Dworkin is one of the few writers oil jurisprudence who accepts and
engages with the reality of what judges have to do'. (Hoffman ends by saying that
'Readers who want to know what judges are supposed to he doing [should] buy
Law's Empire. ')

Jurisprudence has relevance to the real world. It will not Convey houses for you,
or help you make a case for a company insolvency. But those are not the only
matters of practical interest in the world. It will help you develop a sense of what
law is about. To give examples: Austin and Bentham thought it was about power.
Hart and Kclscn think it is, instead, imbued with 'authority' but not 'moral
authority ' as do Dworkin and Fuller. Austin thought judges were deputy legislators.
Dworkin thinks that judges only 'create' law from what is already there. Marxists
think that law only serves the interests of the powerful and the rich. Those in the
American critical legal studies movement think law schools serve the insidious
purpose of placing a veneer of respectability over what is essentially chaos and
conflict. Some jurists believe that courts enforce moral rights, others, such as
Bentham, think that idea is 'nonsense upon stilts'!

All these ideas are relevant in varying wa ys to the practice of law. Lenin once
wrote that theory without practice is pointless and practice without. theory is
mindless, Ile was espousing a Marxist notion that the point was not so much to
interpret the world as to change it. Without necessaril y adopting a Marxist analysis
in the context of jurisprudence, we can argue that legal practice outside of a
theoretical context would be mindless, while acknowledging at the same time that a
legal theory that did not refer to practice would be pointless. With this in mind, and
in spite of the heavy emphasis upon practical training in English law schools and of
the practitioners' scepticism about the subject, we shall enil)llasisc the practical
aspects of jurisprudence.

In any case, it is 'practical' to develop your intellectual skills. Try pitting your
wits against any of the jurists mentioned in this textbook. Try, ifir example, to see
whether you agree with what Hart says about the law. Then see whether you agree
with what Dworkin says. You may find you agree with both of them. But you
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cannot, for they give fundamentally contrary theories. You must try to develop a
habit of analysing what it is you accept and, more importantly, why. It is extremely
difficult, especially when you are first faced with these theories, to develop such a
habit. It is just very difficult to say something new in jurisprudence. That is why we
need to study the 'greats' of the subject, to get some clues as to what position we
ourselves should hold.

The hope is that by orienting you towards the subject and encouraging you to
approach the various materials in a sensible way, you will develop your own critical
awareness of the issues, of what jurisprudence is about. This should place you in the
best position to answer the examination questions and help you to organise your
work and time efficiently.

It cannot be overemphasised that jurisprudence is not like the other topics that
one studies for the LLB degree. It calls for and expects a student to develop a
capacity for critical thought rather than the dogmatic acceptance of legal rules as
part of the natural order and the learning by rote of the course material. It is
essentially an interdisciplinary study.

How to read a jurisprudence text

You should therefore examine the criticisms that have been made of the theory,
reflect on these and evaluate their validity in the light of your own legal knowledge.
In this way you will (really!) develop your own understanding of law and the legal
system. Essentially, you should enter into a dialogue with the texts being read.
Imagine the person who wrote the text is beside you. One does not try to learn what
the other person in a conversation is saying. Rather one engages them in
conversation and either agrees or disagrees with what they are saying.

Professor Twining has identified three levels on which, to read a jurisprudence text:

I. The historical level, where the reader places the text in its historical perspective
and asks questions such as: what were the issues of the day on which the text
was written? Today many of those issues may just he irrelevant. In examining a
text on its historical level it should he borne in mind what was available to that
author. To whom was he replying? What was the problem at that time? Whose
work was available at that time?

2. The analytical level, where it would be appropriate to examine the questions
raised, scrutinise the answers given and then evaluate the reasons provided for
those answers. On this level it is important that the student clarifies the nature of
the question bcfbre accepting the author's answer. Some questions do contain
false assumptions and it would be necessary to identify these.

3. On the applied level, where the reader examines the implications of accepting the
position outlined by the author. It is on this level that one can decide why the
author wrote what he did when he did, particularly with regard to the political
implications of the text.
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This is what will be required from you. The technique for the study of
jurisprudence is to engage in such a critical and evaluative discussion. This requires the
student to develop his own understanding and to recognise that there may be a number
of ways in which a text can be read, each one aspect as illuminating as any other.

1.2 The scope of jurisprudence

By its very nature this is a topic whose province has been redetermined froni time to
time. Wh y not start with what the nineteenth century legal philosopher John Austin,
who made legal positiv i sm famous, thought constituted the study of jurisprudence?
You might be surprised to learn that John Austin, l3entham's distinguished pupil
(see Chapter 8), was one of the first two professors appointed in the Faculty of Law
of the University of London. ....his university was the first in England to open its
doors to people from all walks of uk. It was also the first in England to teach
common law in a systematic wa y . it is fittiiig, especially since Austin and Bentham
(largely through Austin's writings) had such a profound effect on the way lawyers in
J;nglitnd even now reason and decide, to see what Austin himself said about the
nat,pre of jurisprudence.

in 1832 Austin published the first six lectures of the total of 57 he gave when
first appointed professor. The best copy of these, published in 1954 under the title
The Province of 7ur:sprut/ence 	 is edited by 11 L A Hart. At the end ofthis edition, there is ,I piece entitled 'on the Uses of the Study of

Jurisprudence' with which Austin originally began his lectures. In it he sets out a
number of reasons why jurisprudence should be regarded as an integral part of law
teaching. lie says that there are two ways of studying the subject. There is
'particular jurisprudence', which is he stud y of the positive law of a particular kt,'iilsystem, and there is 'general jurisprudence' which is the study of 'the principles,
notions, and distinctions which arc common to s ystems of law'. lie says that he
means by 's ystems of law':

the ampler md mat u rer systems Mitch,  b y reason of their amplitude and maturity, are
pre-cmmentiv pregnant with irlstructioU'/

Asacomparat ive law yer, Austin was well versed in the European legal systems.
I IC thought it was blind of lawyers to be concerned only with their own particular
systems. What was needed was a general overall view of the structure and content of
law, a View of the Fill/are of law. Onl y then, he thought, could lawyers fully
apprec i ate in practice what the y were doing. Jo give you a flavour of his views, note
the tllowing (you would benefit from reading the whole paper, but fi)r Present
purposes you will find a suitable extract in Llo yd and Freeman pp23-5):

.1 previous well-grounded knowledge of he principles of lnglish jurisprudence, can
scarcely incapacitate the student kr the acquisition of practical knowledge in the chambers
of a conveyancer, pleader, or draughtsrnaii Armed with that previous knowledge, he seizes
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the rationale of the practice which he there witnesses and partakes in, with comparative
case and rapidity; and his acquisition of practical knowledge, and practical dexterity and
readiness, is much less irksome than it would be in case it were merely empirical.
Insomuch, that the study of the general principles of jurisprudence, instead of having any
of the tendency which the opinion in question imputes to it, has a tendency (by ultimate
consequence) to qualify for practice, and to lessen the natural repugnance with which it is
regarded by beginners.'

What does Austin mean in this passage by 'rationale' and 'empirical'? He means
that a full education in the law requires more than just empirically pocketing bits of
statutes, or hits and pieces of the common law. B y studying the nature of law, a
knowledge of how it is coherent becomes more apparent. If you do not agree with
this view of Austin, you should consider why you disagree. You also might consider
reasons why jurisprudence is taught as part of a university degree. You might
consider what a university is for and what ought to encompassed by the idea of a
university education.

The different classifications ofjurisprudence

There are different classifications of jurisprudence. General jurisprudence is
concerned with speculations about law as distinct from speculations about a specific
law. There arc many ways to arrange the questions that are posed in general
jurisprudence. One will not find any agreed list from the literature. Questions such
as the following seem toto be common to most:

I. What is law?
2. What is a law?
3. What is a legal system?
4. Should law enforce morality?
5. Flow does the nature of society affect law?
6. What role does law play in society?
7. What is the purpose of law?
8. Is law necessarily just?
9. What are the appropriate criteria for assessing a legal theory? (This is a very

difficult, but very important question.)

These are a few of the questions that are the concern of general jurisprudence.
They demonstrate that general jurisprudence is the area where the work of the legal
scientist overlaps with other disciplines such as the study of morality, anthropology,
politics and economics. These questions make l) a substantial portion of the course
covered in this textbook. The student ought to he thinking about some of these
questions throughout the course. Experience shows that the student's answers will
undergo a substantial change towards the latter part of the course, when the
questions may he asked again.

You might note that Harris' view, expressed in his 1)00k Legal Philosophies, is that
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general jurisprudence is of little value in instilling the technical skills of legal
reasoning and argumentation. He believes that these skills come, as he puts it, from
'immersing oneself in substantive legal studies'. On the other hand, he sees some
value in particular j urisprudence which involves speculations about particular legal
Concepts such as rights and duties.

We stud y
 the various theorists because they throw light on these rather difficult

topics. The percept ion, of course, should remain that of the reader. In a stud
y byKing entitled The Co ncept, the Idea and the Morality of La 

(1966) the author askswhether it is possible to define the object of inquiry without 
an ticipating the result.

'l'ake the work of John Rawls (Sec Chapter 21). His theory of justice arrives at the
conclusion that might he expected from a democratic liberal, viewing justice as
fairness vet subjecting economic inequality to political equality. Did he arrive at that
V10% , 

only after writing his hook or did lie have in mind his conclusion before lie set
pen to paper? The argument that King makes is that our assumptions will tnd their
way into our account of law, having a considerable influence on subsequent
exposition By reflecting on this point at all stage the student will equip herself
To 

deal with the plethora of literature. An easy way to test this concept is to check
what assumptions an author makes in the Preface or Foreword to a work. Great
insights into I Iart's and Kelsen's work, for examples, can be made in this way.
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Language and the Law: the Problem
of Definition

2.1 The point of a definition

2.2 Jurisprudence, the law and words
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2.4 I-Tart's approach
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2.6 Interpretation and 'interpretive' concepts

2.7 Jackson's Law, Fact and Narrative Coherence

2.8 Descriptive and normative statements

2.1 The point of a definition

There are, of course, problems about what is meant by defining law. It is not as if
YOU can just look the matter up in a dictionary. 'Fry it and see for yourself what an
unhelpful endeavour that is. More importantl y , why bother to define it? Well, the
examples of the Romanian regime and the Nuremberg trials show that such questions
can be of very great importance. In a very important sense, fir example, the theories
of law of the jurists are themselves definitions of law. Get into the problem of
definition by examining continuously the question of what the jurists are trying to
do. Hart, for example, in Chapter 2 of The Concept of Law, sets out three major
reasons why he wishes to define law: he wants to be able to answer the problems of
the relationship between law and coercive orders, the difference between legal and
moral obligation and the definition of what it means to sa y that a social rule exists.
What are Hart's answers to these questions? What are different wa ys of defining
things? Can we define ideas? What does a theory try to do? What is the relationship
between theory and practice? What is the use of a model? Is there anything that is
real? What is morality? Do important moral issues hinge on how we define law? Is
it possible to choose one legal theory rather than another on moral grounds?

9
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2.2 Jurisprudence, the law and words

What is the problem? What are we doing when we tr y to work out what law is? Wecall 	 all sorts of motivation. We have been asked to provide all 	 talk
to it institute entitled 'What law is'. Or we might have been asked to
address' a group of Marxist students on the same subject. We ma y just want to
s.itisfv ourselves, from a purely self-interested point of view, on what we are
permitted or required to do b' law. Or w	 we ma y ant to know what law is with a
view toconsidering how it fits in with, or could contribute to 

-,I more just society.
There are all sorts of reason. l';ven just unanalysed 'interest' is enough.

We can, of course, make ourselves and other people more aware of the wa y we
understand language which expresses the law. We could, therefore, use a dictionary
as a start in this direction. We might follow up all the words that relate to law, like
'obligation' and 'police' and 'courts' and 'rule'. 'l'hcn we could test all the possible
uses of these words, tr y ing them in different sentences and different contexts. We
could also contrast law-related words such as 'morals', or 'custom' with other kinds
(if words that appear in the same sorts (if contexts. In this project, we will be
refining our sense of what amounts to correct and incorrect use of language.

I lowever take the Marxist. i-ic appreciates the difference in our linguistic
l)rIctices but he is unwilling to sa y that law is fundamentally different from naked
coercion. lie is not keen to affirm that it has an y connection with the idea (if,
obligation, lie will produce the argument that law onl y appears to have legitimacy
because it class of people has encouraged such it to further its own
economic interest.

This sort of argument cannot be met b y merel y citing dictionary definitions. Ii
makes it beyond that of showing our agreement in linguistic practice. it is ?1o,cI
significant that Hart, whose theor y is central to some (if the (lel)atcs examined in his
book, has recognised the serious limitations of this firm of approach in an adiiiissionill

	 Preface to his book I:ssa's in 7ui':sprudenet' and P/liIOsO/)/iy (1983).

'The methods of' linguistic philosophy which are neutral between moral and political
proc pies and silent about different points of view """ C " might endow one feature rat her
than another of' legal phenomena with significance are not suitable fur resolving or
cIa rif' ing those Controversies wh cli arise, as mans' (if t

ile Central problems of' legal
philosophy do, from the divergence between Partly Nf overlapping concepts reflecting a
di ergencc ofpointbasic  of' view or values or background theor y , or which arise from
conflict or incompleteness of legal rules, lor such cases what is needed is first, the
identification of the latent conflicting points of view which led to he choice of' kirniation
of divergent concepts, and secondly, reasoned argument directed to est ihi ishitig tile merits
of con fi ct ing theories, divergent concepts or rules, or to showing how these coo Id be made
compatible by some suitable restriction of ' their scope

The tools of the lawyers' trade are words. These tools are not expressible in
terms of' mathematical precision, yet they are the only tools available with which the
lawyer will perform his function. This call seen as the cause of many of the

problems of the law. The majority of appellate court cases concern the construction
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of words and phrases used in statutes. As Oliver Wendell Holmes observed, words
are not crystals, they are not clear. They are capable of different meanings.
Jurisprudence, according to Holmes, should be concerned with the reality of the
legal experience. To that extent definitions are useful if they correspond to the way
in which lawyers actually behave and think. Otherwise a definition is of no value.

Much in jurisprudence is concerned with definitions. Indeed one of the earlier
writers oil 	 subject, John Austin, in his The Province of 7ur:sprudence Deierpnjned
sought by definition to determine the limits of the course of study. The problems with
definitions are that they may be derived from inadequate prior knowledge and involve
misconceptions formed at the outset which further burden the definition, and thirdly
that the y impose artificial limits on the area of stud y . Profissor Hart has attacked the
practice of building a theor y oil back of definition and shown that it is preferable
to engage in an essay in descriptive sociology - descriptive at least of concepts.

Hart has identified in words a core of settled meanings around which there will
be no dispute and a penumbral area of doubt in which disputes will arise. Say a
hypothetical law provided that all vehicles were to be taxed at (100 per annum.
Within that core meaning would conic cars and lorries, but what about a skateboard?
Or a spaceship? Or a chariot? The issue would become important when a person in
control of a chariot was charged with failing to tax his vehicle. He would not argue
that the law was unjust, rather he would argue that it did not apply to chariots. The
whole issue will be determined on the basis of the interpretation given to the words.

The same difficulty is faced in jurisprudence where many problems call
reduced to questions of semantics. For example, Hohfi1cl (see Chapter 26) attempted
to clarify some of the linguistic problems surrounding the use of the word right.
Wittgenstein observed that the meaning of a word depends on thecontext in which
It is used; the meaning of a word is its use in the language. The context will require
an explanation for the whole sentence or phrase. Hence the phrase that X owns Y
will require an explanation of the concept of ownership. Would it include the
control over Y exercised b y a thief? Would it include the right of a tenant to enjoy
fir the present exclusive possession of the property? In many instances this approach
will be satisfactory; however, even then, it will not be sufficient in all cases.

Since language is dynamic the meaning of words call An example would
be the use of the word gay which has changed in time to have a meaning not that
which it originally held.

2.3 Refuting essentialism

Essentialism is a term employed to denote two ideas that are related, but distinct.
Oil one hand there is the view that behind every noun there is an actual reality
that it denotes on a physical or metaphysical level. Thus, when we say box we can
find a reality that is some sort of receptacle, SO too behind the word right there is a
real metaphysical entity, floating around oil metaphysical level. Obviously, if this is
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so, then it might be possible, b y reason and philosophy, to gain an understanding of
what this reality is. There is a strong relationship between this notion and some
early natural law theories (see Chapter 11) which saw an ideal legal system residing
in Some metaphysical supermarket.

A second strand of essentialism is less troublesome, and ma y be found reflected
in some positivist thinkers, particularly Kelsen. This 5(C5 a word as denoting a
common factor or essence intrinsic to ;I of objects, things or practices. By a
process of logic, this essence might be distilled out from other factors in order to
express the real nature of the word. A commitment to the search fr such logical
unit y need not entail it 	 that concepts have a realit y lurking in obscurity, but
does commit one to the view that there is one right answer to the question: What is
law? or: What is ;I 	 system? 'l'liis isa commitment to the view that one central
idea can be and is shared b y all people who use the word law. This idea might be
expressed III

	 frm of a definition.
We can, with relative ease, describe it 	 object such as m y dog l'rankie.\T}1(fl, though, does it

	 become it prescription? For example, if I seek to
define what weeds are, at what point do I stop merely describing the features which
are commonl y regarded as characterising weeds, such as it 	 to stifle other
P lants and infest lawns? That it is a veed' means that it is a plant 1 (10 not wish to
cultivate; in other words, ;I is it I should not grow. Similarly, by defining
what law is, do I not tend to end up deciding what ought to be regarded as law?
(See section 2.7.)

Hart prefers to concentrate on the fcal usages. lie does not posit a definition of
what law is, which requires it

	 recommendation, that is, suggesting what it
is appropriate to call Jaw. Hart engages III description of legal discourse seeking to
ask what certain ke y concepts are being used fir. lie describes his concept of law as
MI essay in descriptive sociology since he is attempting to view law as a firrn of

linguistic behaviour front we can infr certain att it tides (see Chapter 10 fir an
account of the critical reflexive attitude, which I lart regards as the fcal area of'law).
'i'hus, for I lan, the nature of the jurisprudential enquir y is a search fr the
revelations Of language use.

2.4 1 lart's approach

lii /'rohfe,,is 0/ tile PIii/oop/i 3 ' of Lou ' , I fart sa ys: l )cscriptions ()f methods I of
dec i ding cases J act uallv used b y courts must be distinguished from prescriptions of
alternative methods and must be separately assessed.' file linguistic philosophy of
Wittgenstein and of'J I, Austin seems to offer it of determining meanings of
concepts and words, rather than prescriptions of what that word should mean in the
Marxist sense noted above. For example, why is the dictionar y 's meaning of the
word law not a sufficient definition to work from? The answer is that the dictionary
tries to provide us with a descriptive account of how people actuall y use the word.
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For this reason, definitions in the dictionary are changed when the y cease to be
descriptively accurate statements of how people use the words.

Hart sees actual legal acts of speech as being properly legal in the context of their
use. When one says, 'I have a right to silence' it presupposes rules, currently
regarded as expressing a reason for action. Thus, isolated concepts are not essentially
legal, hut legal because they refer to other things that are legal. The distinctive
kature of legal discourse is that it employs concepts that are not properl y explicable
in terms of ever y day definitions. Therefore one should not seek to understand the
word contract when used in legal discourse, in anv other way than b y reference to
the rules that require performance of obligations embodied in the totalit y of legal
discourse. Thus, for Hart, legal concepts are legal because tile belong to legal
discourse. Law concepts belong to a language game called law, rather in the same
wa y as the meaning of 'Park Lane' on a Monopol y board is onl y explicable b
reference to the rules of that game. While both contract and Park Lane have
counterparts jut ordinar y discourse, they are separated b y their usage in a dili'erent
form of lik. The relationship between a legal word and its ordinar y counterpart
Might thus be merel y that of analogy. If we look at the concept of reasonableness
under the \'Vednesburv rules, we find that the analogy with the ever y da y usage of
reasonableness is very slim. Similarly, if I have a piece of paper that I think is a
contract, that says contract on it and looks like other contracts I have seen, it may
still not be a contract, legall y speaking. Ordinar y realit y is thus onl y the same as
legal reality wlìen ordinary realit y accords with the rules of the game of law.

2.5 An evaluation of linguistic analysis

I lart's linguistic anal ysis does not explain the meaning of the legal game and its
constituent concepts, but merely describes how to find out how the game is played
I fart is fond, as was Wittgenstein, of the games motif, vet gaines are often described
III terms of' their particular purpose. Even subtle games such as cricket can he
described in terms other than their rules either b y their purpose (a combination of
athletic skill, tactical tbilitv and chance pursued b y competing groups of i iiW vidu:ils
for pleasure anti/or profit) or analogy (the Englishman's version of baseball) 'I 'best'
purposes arc more elucidating than what I lart would postulate: jim'y rules
interacting with secondar y power conferring rules (if there is an umpire) in more
developed contests, where there ma y be consideration of human vulnerabi litv (such
as is found in the bad light rule and others in cricket).

I lart's linguistic approach loses something of the spirit of the legal enterprise.
Much criticism of I lart's linguistic approach comes from those wit ii an orientation
towards critical legal studies. I lowever, others, such as MacCorniick and I )workiii,
who are not averse to a linguistic analysis of sonic kind, see I fart's views as
descriptively inaccurate. Each critic of' Hart has, however, his own agenda. The
critical legal studies movement seeks to develop new ways of reading law so as to
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evaluate it in the light of reforming goals. So too does Dworkin, who 
emphasises

that judges search for political morality and principles in their decisions with the
aim that judges continue law in a democratic and rights orientated genre, likening
the process to literary analysis of a chain novel. MacCormjck searches for narrative
coherence to explain how laws interact, in pursuit of the key to legal reasoning.

2.6 Interpretat i on and ' interpretive' concepts

Dworkin develope d
 the theory that the correct way to understand law, and law-

related concepts, is through the idea of interpretation The essential princ
i ple is thatinterpretation arteiipts to make 'the best' of 

something, and this very abstract
principleis to be applied to the idea of law. A number of ways can be used todescribe the idea of 'making the best' of something . One may consider the idea of athing 'having point', fbr example, or the idea of 'placing a thing in its best light',
whereby we assume that 'the thing' has some point and we examine it as thoroughly
as we can to see what is the most sensible way of viewing it.

How does Int erpretation become an aspect of law? Dworkin says that we may
understand a social practice in three analytical attitudes: the pre-interpretive, thein

terpretive and the I)Ost-interpretive These important ideas can be described by the
use of a simple example. Take the pre-interpretive attitude first. Imagine a society in
Which there is a social practice requiring that men doff their hats to women. 

In thissoCiety, no opinion is held about the value of the rule. No point is ascribed to it.
Members of the society just accept it in an unquestioned way.

"here Nv ill be two parts to the i ntroduction of the 'interpretive' phase, one where
there is an attitude of questioning, and giving of 'meaning', to the social rule ofcourtesy, and a second where the idea of what thi
particular cases

	

	 s meaning of the rule requires in
is considered. We can test these distinctions by reference to games,

such as cricket, in which a description of a rule is distinguishable from a discussion
of its point (is it fun? does it test skill? is it competitive?), which ill 	 isdisti

nguishable from the way particular rules are to be interpreted (does 'bowling'
include throwing? or underarm bowling? and so on).

We now imagine that after a while people begin to ask questions about thepract i
ce of courtesy, about what the reasons are for conforming to it. It is easy toimagine, too, that people will differ about their 

understanding of it and will argue
amongst themselves about what precisely the practice of hat-doffing entails. For
example, some people might take the view that hat-doffing to women shows respectfbr 

the 'weaker' sex, while others believe that it shows a more genuine respect fbr
the ability of women to bear children.

The second interpretive stage occurs when people extend their un
derstandings ofthe meaning of the rule to unclear cases. Those who think that the rule embodies

respect fbr the 'weaker' sex, may not think that hat-doffing by men is necessary
when a woman is doing a 'nun's job', or to lesbians, for example. Someone who
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thinks that hat-doffing is a mark of respect for people who have the capacity to bear
children may not think the rule extends to an elderly spinster or the wife of a
childless couple.

Dworkin posits the existence of a third, a 'post-interpretive' phase. This will be
where, as he says, interpretation 'folds back into itself' and has the effect of
changing the original rule. So, in our example, some people, perhaps through
argument and discussion, will come to have an altered perception of the original rule
and this altered perception will lead them to modify it. Those who saw the rule as
marking a respect for the 'weaker' sex, may now see it in terms of respect for those
who have served society in some deferential but faithful way. They may now want
to see a change to the rule SO that it includes a smaller class of women (exclusion of
lesbians, say), but a wider class of people (including old servants, say). Those who
saw the rule as marking a respect far child-bearing ability, may now see it as one
that should recognise certain other abilities, such as the ability to contribute to
society in other wa ys, say, through leadership. These people might take the view
that the rule requires hat-doffing not onl y to women who have actually borne
children but that it should also extend to the more important political leaders, for
example.

Making sense out of nonsense

The idea of interpretation put forward b y Dworkin is that, in interpreting legal
practices, judges (and lawyers, and so on, who advise, cajole and Criticise judges)
should 'make the best moral sense' of the practice. Dworkin says that that is what
we are in fact doing whenever we make some judgment about the law (eg 'the
defence of duress extends -- or doesn't extend - to first degree murder'). But this
idea has been fundamentally attacked by I lowarth in his article 'Making Sense out
of Nonsense' in Jurisprudence: (a,,tbrid'c Lssays, ed Gross and Harrison (1993)
Oxford. Howarth's article relies heavil y on a well-known study by an American
social psychologist, Garfinkel, in which the following experiment was conducted. In
an experiment to which the y consented it was falsely represented to ten students
that the y were being given counselling for their problems. The counselling given
was scrambled and the actual verbal counselling each student received was utterly
unrelated to the personal psychological profile and personal problems of each
student involved. That is to say, student A would receive the counselling (via a
confidential telecommunication system) designed for student 13, and so on. 'What
happened was that the students 'made sense' of the counselling and thus, according
to I lowarth, made sense out of What was actually 'nonsense' counselling for the
student concerned.

l-lowarth maintains that judges are in the same position as these students; they
have to make sense out of a mass of conflicting and contradictory - ic nonsensical -
principles. At first sigh, Howarth concludes, there is a real problem for anybody,
like Dworkin, who supposes that we live in a community of interlocking, coherent
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principles and that judicial interpretation is a matter of applying legal principles to
situations of fact in well-ordered decisions. If it is possible to 'make sense out of
nonsense' then the argument that judges appear to base their decisions on an
assumption that we live in a community of principle is no argument at all for
showing that we do, in fact, live in such a community. There are serious costs in
supposing that the judges are right, sa ys l-lowarth:

''I'hc first Cost is that we give a false, and inflated, impression of the wisdom of judges.
We imply that the' are architects of some great cathedral of law, when in fact they ma y be
throwing bricks in the (lark. Secondl y , by ignoring the possibility of randomness in
previous decisions, we eventuall y force ourselves to elevate ad hoc distinctions into thestjtus of principles, and thus to boost principles which, oil reasonable view of the
subject, ought not to be boosted at all. And thirdly, to the extent that we believe that we
are "seeing" sense in the material to be interpreted, rather than acknowledging that we
may be creating sense out of nonsense, we are deceiving ourselves.'

The initial force of the argument is thought-provoking and important but there are
some difficulties. I'irst, a correct interpretation of the experiment requires

understanding that the students have made a mistake, and thus a full interpretation
can be given of the experiment which shows simply that the students did not have
all knowledge to hand. Since that interpretation is alwa ys open to a judge, there is
nothing particularly sinister in the idea - which is Howarth's main thrust - that a
judge could be Junt/amc'n/a//)' and irrctricvablj' mistaken. Actually, judges do make
judgments which are novel and creative and which recognise conflicting lines of
interest, authority, logic, moral Judgement and so on. This is not to say Howarth is
wrong but that his argument does not fully support the depth of the conclusion lie
wishes to reach.

Second, in any case, what, in the real world, would anybody want judges
otherwise to (10? It requires a larger argument than Howarth supplies to say that
judges are wrong to act on the assumption that the law should be regarded as if it
treats all people as equal human beings, entitled to the same 'payout' of justice

before the law. The idea that law should 'work itself pure' makes sense and, indeed,
is a noble enterprise (see Hart, Essays in lur:sprudence and Philosophy, Essay, 	 4).
Think of the alternatives: that we scrap having judges, or that judges only express to
hapless litigants the 'true' conflicts and give up trying to come to a decision?

Mar,,,or'c Interpretation and Legal Theory

is work was published in Oxford in 1992 and its importance is gradually being
recognised since it contains a lengthy criticism of I)workin's theory of interpretation
and a reaffirmation of the doctrines of legal positivism. Marmor argues that a proper
theor y of interpretation does not undermine positivism. i-ic bases his owti view of
interpretation oil positivistic t ype model of communication, and his argument
throughout the work puts forward the thesis that interpretation is an exception to
the standard understanding of language and communication, as it relates only to
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those aspects of understanding which are not clearly defined by rules or conventions
of understanding. Chapter 3 is entitled 'Dsvorkin's Theory of Interpretation' and,
while difficult, is a useful - deep - critical examination of Dworkin.

Sb vropoulos c defence of Dworkin

Nicos Stavropoulos's book Objectivity in Law (1996) is an excellent but difficult book
which exhaustively examines the arguments for and against objectivity ('one right
answer': see Chapter 25) in the law. It is ver y technical and beyond the
requirements for an undergraduate law degree. Nevertheless, he usefully and clearly
discusses, in a short passage, what Dworkin means by 'the thing to he interpreted'.
The relevant section is entitled 'i)workin's pre-interpretive agreement: some
misunderstandings' at (pp 1 37-143), which consists of a defence of Dworkin against
attacks oil idea of interpretation made by Raz (see Chapter 10, section 10.12).
Raz's major mistake was to have ignored the fact that the pre-interpretive judgment
is itself an interpretive judgment. It was highly unfortunate that Dworkin used the
pre-prefix, since that suggests that there is a tiling there to be interpreted:

'Calling those judgments "pic-interpretivc", therefore, is to some extent misleading, for it
suggests that they are essentially unrevisable ... but this is to mistake their role - their not
being doubted, in the Context of some dispute - for their being indubitable.' (at 1)139)

III
	 light of this, Stavropoulos (who was a doctoral student of Dworkin) then goes

oil 	 discuss what he calls 'extravagant' cases, which are cases of the sort where it
seemingly ridiculous interpretation is argued before the court, as where, kr example,
.I might argue that under the US Constitution the provision fbr minimum
age for presidential candidacy should read '50' rather than '35' as appears in the text
Of ' the Constitution. Here he says that there is no 'flat contradiction'. There is no
semantic rule that, independently of context, says that '35' does not mean '50'.
Rather, it is that the absurdit y of the proposed interpretation arises from the
P roposed variation from what best carries conviction. All students have come across
this sort of interpretation before. A good example is Fisher v Bc/I (1961) (see
Chapter 3) which is the famous flick-knife case. It is absurd, but not semantically so
in the sense that there is a 'flat contradiction', to sa y that a mail places an
article in a shop window with a price tag on it is not 'offering it fr sale'. Context,
argument or otherwise, denies that, but not the logic of contradiction.

Stavropoulos also discusses, in contrast, the 'easy cases', repeating the point made
so often by Dworkin, that the clarity of the eas y cases arises by virtue Of an
interpretation. The mere fact that man y, if not most, lawyers agree oti -I

interpretation makes the interpretation no more or less correct:

"I'hat there are cases on whose resolution we are confident is beyond dispute; the point is
to explam the source and nature of our confidence . . . Once substantive theories about
what tile law requires are admitted, there is 110 way back to positivist simplicity. i'or this
reason it is a serious error to believe that I)workinian theories are TI1II00000S complements
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to positivist accounts of settled law. Yet that is exactl y what is being claimed by many
critics.' (at ppl40-141)

2.7 Jackson's Law, Fact and Narrative Coherence

While Wittgenstein concluded that philosophical discourse should best take place in
poetry (leading to suggestions that lie was mad) and lain Stewart and Peter Rush see
Kafl.a's novel The Trial as a significant contribution to J u risprudence John Jackson
sees a humble but significant role for anal ysis of legal discourse. He sees social
sciences and social psychology as a means of describing the way in which lawyers
seem to reason, but he does not see them as explaining how lawyers actually make
decisions. This combination of linguistic and other enquiries into signs and narrative
meanings of behaviour is termed semiotics.

Jackson sees legal discourse as a form of story telling. Law students, when they
learn to think like lawyers, are actually being encouraged to 'internalise a set of
frameworks of understanding which represent the conventions of that particular
profession or semiotic group ... a set of narrative frameworks regarding the legal
recognition of typical behaviour patterns'. He adds that these stories are related with
accompanying judgments of institutional approval or disapproval. Thus, the student
who has a vast resource of legal stories with happy endings in terms of a judgment
in favour, as well as horror stories, may learn to expect in analogous stories,
analogous endings. Amongst other things, Jackson concludes that legal statements
are encoded messages that call upon the listener to bring into play his prior
knowledge of other legal stories. Furthermore they have a purpose relating to
practical action. He also sees legal adjudication as a series of interlocking narratives.
The hook is primarily an attempt to reconstruct the common law trial process,
although it concentrates on the adjudication process, which is the point at which a
judge seeks to justify his position logically.

Semiotics claims to be a multi-disciplinary approach to legal analysis, but one
which concentrates on the language element of law, simply because language is .50

great a part of the law. It does not exclude other disciplines such as history and
social psychology. However, it does not sacrifice reasons given in legal statements for
valuations from those disciplines. Th is is probably why the critical legal theorists are
disapproving of Jackson, even though there is a shared resource of information for
both lines of enquiry. The analogy with stories is a strong one, especially
considering the common law orientation towards case law. Stories are constructed on
the basis of credible (or incredible) events that seem coherent if they conform to the
genre. Furthermore, this approach advances our understanding of the quality of law
that refers to previous cases (stories) and statutes (new story lines) in a way that is
natural and elucidating. The semiotic approach or, more broadly, the literary
approach, seems to be an interesting direction for jurisprudence to take, since law is
the result of human creativity. Certainly, this approach has certain similarities to
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J)workin's idea of 'making the best sense' of law: make the best sense of all the legal
materials so far as they inculcate a story-telling approach.

2.8 Descriptive and normative statements

Description

There are '.I number of important distinctions that run right through all
j urisprudence courses. Let us first contrast the ideas of description and
'norniativity'. The question is whether we can describe things. It is clear that we can.
The description of occurrences that are known b y observation	 'empirically' known

is the most obvious sort. We can describe the chairs or blackboards in the lecture
theatre or the st y le and colour of the lawyer's gown, or the latest model Ford car, or
the weather, or the shape and colour of a person's face.

Normative statements have a diffrent purpose, which is to ask us to do
something. They tell us what we should have done, or what we ought to do. A
normative statement may, for example, tell us about a possible utopia, not existing in
present society, but one which we should, perhaps, attempt to bring about. or it
ma y be a statement of law or moralit y , expressed as a conclusion about our own, or
others', acts. Normative statements would include exhortations to uiiiversal
vegetarianism, or the abolition of personal property and SO Ofl.

But descriptive statements (10 not apply only to the present and past, or only
include empirical concepts, and normative statements do not appl y only to the
future or the past. We can describe things that will exist or that do not exist, such
as cars that run b y nuclear fusion, or colonies on Mars, without exhortation or
approval or disapproval. And, of course, we can make normative statements about
existing things, fir example, when we condemn or support the current arrangements
for private health care, or the political system of apartheid.

l\TornlativiI)' and inlcrpre1atiOI

We should now turn to the question of the relationship between inlerpretalion and
normativitv. They are alike in the following way. If we interpret something, we
recommend or endorse :I understanding of that thing. We do not merely
record some observation we have made. We are 'offering an interpretation', one that
we are prepared to encourage others to accept. Oil 	 other hand, a 'l)urelY' ilornlativc
statement ma y be made which does not refer to an understanding of a 'thing'.

The best example may Ile drawn from law. It is possible to make an
interpretation of the law but at the same time say that the law is not as it should he.
An anti-abortionist may interpret the law so as to agree that it provides for legal
abortions III certain category of case and, at the same time, urge that the law
'ought to he changed'. Or a judge may decide that the best interpretation of' the
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Common law he can produce is one which does not produce the 'best' result. He
may reluctantly conclude that nevertheless this is what the law is, but that the law
ought to he changed.

It is the idea of a 'thing' or activity to be interpre ted th.tt is important Consider,
for example, I lart's theory of law. It is Sometimes taken as providing both a
description of ;I municipal legal s ystem ('an essa to descriptive sociology')as well as a nOrmative account of how Lt' should be. It is thought to provide, inother words, a justification of the way things actually are, b way of an endorsement
of its description of law as centrally the Union of primary and secondary rules.

According to this theor y, the primary rules are rules of obligation and the
secondary rules are those rules concerned with the primar y rules, chiefly through
ter
their conferring various kinds of powers. What Hart reall y gives, in Laii' 's Empireterms, is an exhaustive account of the pre-interpret i ve model for law, I-Ic I/ic,:
considers whether it is I)refcrable to restrict that model to cases of morally
acceptable rules (what he calls the 'narrow conception' of law, in 

The Concept ofLaw, Chapter 9) and he concludes, oil 	 grounds, that it is not.
Note that one of the aims of I-Iart's theory is to preserve the distinction between

a person's moral conscience and the demands made o il in the name of law. It is
wrong to suppose that Hart's aim here is normative and not interpretive. Let us
imagine that his theory of law in which, in his words, the 'ke% to j urisprudence' lay
in the 'union of primary and secondary rules', is a special set of measures, a package,
invented to enable men to live in a civilised way in society. Perhaps we could think
of this package of measures, as we might regard the creation of an inventor who
makes something entirely new which makes life easier or more pleasant. It would
then make sense to encourage members of other societies, sa y, societies composed ofextreme religious fundamentalists, to adopt the social device, for the supposed
civilising reasons contained in the device (in Hart's case, the preservation of
individual moral judgment against the incursions of the state).

But the inventor and the jurist are different. The inventor is not selling a
version, as it were, of something. The 'tiling' is new. But Hart reconi..mends aversion of law. He does this b y investing that idea with a particular point, located in
the generic ideas of clarity and objectivity. I-us endorsement of this version has astrongly moral quality, but this is the result of his interpretation of law.
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Law as an Argumentative Attitude

3.1 Introduction

3.2 Legal education

3.3 The  logic of legal reasoning

3.4 The case of the Speluncean Explorers

3.1 Introduction

One way of looking at law, recently given added impetus by Ronald Dworkin, is not
to think of it as a set of rules to be 'learned', but to think of it as an 'argumentative
attitude'. Think of law as an attitude of mind. In the final Chapter of his important
work on legal philosophy, Laws Empire (1986), Dworkin says:

'Law is not exhausted by any catalogue of rules or principles, each with its own dominion
over Some discrete theater of behaviour. Nor by an y roster of officials and their powers
each over part of our lives. Law's empire is defined b y attitude, not territor y or power or
process.'

This idea, that law is primarily about an argumentative attitude towards our legal
institutions, understood in the broadest sense, is particularly well understood by
lawyers used to court practice. Observe some lawyers at work. Arguments are what
make or break their day. The invention of a new argument that 'makes sense', that
works, is what an advocate thrives on, what a judge understands and, very
importantly, what a law student studies.

3.2 Legal education

The idea has significance 6r understanding the point of legal education. It is
interesting to note that English lawyers are more suspicious of 'theory' than lawyers
in the United States. Although in England there has been an increase in the
theoretical content of Sonic academic law courses over the past decade, much of this
has been marked by a lack of rigour in thinking about what 'theory' means. To some
it means economics and to others just a critical attitude. Some law teachers think,

21
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quite wrongly, that our knowledge of theoretical issues IS So far developed that weneed now only have Separate 'theories' of, for example, Contract, tort, labour law and
So on.

In law, landmark judgments have been provided with later and widely accepted
theoretical explanations. Examples are the 'High Trees' principle, now understood as
reasonable reliance, and Lord l)enning's uiimous dissenting judgment in Candler vCrane, Cliris/itias C Co, now seen as an important early statement of the principles
of liability for negligently induced economic loss. And, in the United States, not
only are judges more generally aware of the different theories of constitutional
interpretation but theoretical issues actually enter the domain of public discussion.

One reason is clearly the role of legal education. 'I'he differences here between
the United States and the United Kingdom are famous. Teaching Jaw students legal
argument be yond the citing of relevant statutes and precedents is impossible without
some sort of theoretical structure within which, or against which, arguments can be
compared, weighed, criticised, adopted or dropped.

An important and recent work on the present state of legal education takes this
point up. William Twining, in his set of Hanilyn Lectures for 1995 published as a
book, Blac/jsion 's Tower: the English Lan' School (1994), is strongly opposed to the
idea that law should be seen centrally as an argumentative attitude since that is to
'privilege' only the barrister's point of view (or the judge, or the intending practical
lawyer). In fact, he prefers to link jurists like Hart and Dworkin together claiming
they both place too much emphasis on viewing law as only a practising lawyer does,
when there are many other profitable ways in which it may he viewed. Twining's
views arise primarily out of a discussion of the contemporary state of legal education
in England and Wales in which, in his view, there is an unhealthy fixation with the
vocational clement.

This book contains many helpful and clear analyses of the role of critical legal
studies, feminist jurisprudence legal philosophy, sociological and psychological
studies of the law, and the status of law reform, ad its general theme is that
between Blackstonc's time (m id-cigh teen th century) and the present there has been a
dominance of rule-centred, narrow vocation-mindedness in the law schools. His
analogy (borrowing from the post-modernist Roland Barthes) is that of the Eiffel
Tower: a pointless but arresting monument which has had a great effect on the view
people take of Paris. The narrow but towering vocational orientation of the modern
law school is similarly pointless, although Twining is optimistically of the view that
legal scholarship is on the road to becoming reinstated as part of 'our general
intellectual culture', as it was in Blackstone's time.

This general line of attack on traditional forms of legal scholarship is becoming
increasingly common. Part of the popularity of the view arises from the fact that
legal argument is just so narrow. Why, for example, should the psychology of judges
(the judge's 'state of indigestion' - see later on in Chapter 13 'American Realism')
not be part of legal study? Or the study of the jury (see also in Chapter 13 the
discussion of 'J urimetrics'), or the study of the economic forces behind decision-
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making (see Chapter 7 'The Economic Analysis of Law' and Chapters 17 and 18 on
Marxism)? It is interesting that Twining runs both Hart and Dworkin together on
this point Since one popular way of distinguishing the two jurists (as it is done, for
example, by John Finnis) was to saythat Dworkin was interested in the Justification

of judicialdecision-making, and was thus open to the charge that he was too 'judge
(or practising lawyer)-centred', and that Hart was, rather, concerned with providing

a universal description 
of law. So Dworkin's model (Hercules) was  judge; Hart's

model was, in the union of primary and secondary rules, that of a modern municipal

legal system in its entirety.
But it is not SO 

clear that this general line of argument can he maintained. There
are two main points to bear in mind. First, it is very reasonable to suppose that a
universal theory of law should, in order to achieve universality, he able to account

for how it is that judges reason and SO a simple distinction between 'justification'

and 'description' is insufficient to perform that task. It is reasonable, surely, to

suppose that a theory of law can account in some way for why we think that lawyers
deal in legal argument involving the justification of court decisions. Secondly, it is
also reasonable to say that the focus of even psychological studies on judicial
behaviour (the famous example is on the state of the judge's indigestion) are

parasitic on the idea of what it is a judge is su1iposed to do. Why is it that we are,

or should he, interested in the psychology of jud
ges? Simply because judges play a

unique role in our legal system; the uniqueness of that role has, therefbre, to he
made clear, through a legal theory which kcuses upon the judicial role.

Another way of putting the point is to ask whether it would be possible to give a
full account of mathematics (a theory of mathematics) without having to refer at all
to any ability at numeracy. We could describe the social antics of mathematicians, or

their typical states of digestion, or the size of the hooks the y write, or the average

salary they earn. We could, in the style of the critical theorists and post_modernists,
say that mathematicians strive to place 1.1111tv and consistenCY upon the world when
there is in 'reality' no unity and consistency 'out there'. But all this endeavour
would seem peripheral - odd, even without ailV account at all of what

mathematicians conceive of themselves to be doing.

3.3 The logic of legal reasoning

If adjudication is something more than the telling of stories, we would expeCt that
legal reasoning has a foundation in deductive logic. 'I'hus, we might ask the

question: Is legal reasoning logical?
In Professor Griffith's view, as expressed in 

The Politics of 1/ic 7ud,cuirj', legal

reasoning is nothing more than a smokescreen for a political decision. I lowever, 
Ill oSt

writers concentrate on examining the form rather than the content of the reasoning
and it is here that consideration can be given to the question as to whether legal

n take ether a deductive or anreasoning is logical. As to form then, legal reasoning ca i 
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inductive form. By deductive is meant that a logical 
necessary conclusion is drawnfrom major and minor premises. By inductive is meant that 

propositions are arrived atafter collection and sorting of data. The former, deductive reasoning may well be
valid when dealing with factual propositions but is not available in normative terms.This was demonstrated by David Hume in his A Treatise of Human Nature in whichhe denied to the natural lawyer the use of the deductive 

Syllogism As for theinductive form, this would closely resemble the type of reasoning used in the common
law with reference to the reliance and emphasis placed on precedent as 

authority.The observation that legal reasoning is not log ical stems from the premise that asthe tools of the law are words and that as these words are not 
i nstruments ofmathematical precision, then it would not he useful to apply logical 

reasoning to theresolution of legal problems. Words possess an Open texture. There is, as Hart has
said, a penumbral area of doubt as to their meaning. It is in these penumbral areas
that legal problems arise, for if the matter fell within the core of meaning of the
word(s) then there would hardly be more than a trivial dispute involved Where the
matter falls within the penumbral meaning, then it is said that logical reasoning is less
useful than the employment of legal rules which act as a means for deciding 

disputes.This is not to say that the method of resolving disputes on the basis of legal rules
is arbitrary. Lloyd and Freeman see legal reasoning as essentially a 

justification for avalue judgment. Rules of law are not linguistic or logical rules. They point out that
the choice of which rule to apply is not logical in the sense of being 

deductivelyinferred from given premises, but it has a kind of logic of its own, being based onrational c
onsiderations which differentiate it sharply from mere arbitrary assertion.

Hence the logic is that these considerations are not arbitrary, but rather that in law
reasoning is done by analogy and that there is a certain logic to that process.

MacCormjck in Legal Reasoning and Legal Theory 
takes the view that in thelitigation of a question of law deductive reasoning is not possible. An example would

be the case of Donoghue v Stevenson 
(1932). Here no amount of logical reasoning

would have produced Lord Atkin's formulation of the neighbour principle. Lord
Atkin gave the game away when he said:

'I do not think so ill of our j urisprudence as to Suppose that its principles are so remote
from the ordinary needs of civilised society and the ordinary claims it makes Upon its
members as to deny a legal remedy where there is so obviously a social Wrong.'

The essence of his technique, now widely used in duty of care cases, is 
o useprevious cases as examples rather than as authorities. This allows the court to find

new duty of care situations in circumstances where these are not contradicted byprevious authority. The speech of Lord 
Buckniaster, dissenting, adopts analternative view, being one of incremental legal reasoning by which any new

proposition must find support in an already existing authority. This can be
illustrated in the passage where he said:

'The law applicable is the common law, and
application to meet new conditions not contemplat though its principles are capable of

ed when the law was laid down, these
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principles cannot be changed nor can additions be made to them because any particular
meritorious case seems outside their ambit.'

The attack on the proposition that legal reasoning can be logical in any but trivial
cases finds further support in the area of statutory interpretation. The golden rule of
statutory interpretation (see, for example, R v Allen (1872)) illustrates the way the
application of a literal meaning of a word can lead to absurdity. The circumstances
under which the court would consider the consequence to be absurd are not found
in any logic. A comparison of the case of R v Allen and Fisher v Bell (1961)
illustrates this point. In the former case the court was concerned that the legislature
might have enacted an absurdity in that according to the literal meaning of the
words the offence of bigamy could not have been committed and so they applied a
varied meaning to give effect to the intention of Parliament as they perceived it. Yet
in Fisher v Bell the court did not concern itself that the offence of offering for sale
of a certain type of knife could not he committed as the statute was worded. That
merely led to the amendment of the law by a further Act of Parliament. The point
being made here is that the circumstances where the courts will follow one meaning
in preference to another cannot be logically determined.

MacCorniick sees legal reasoning as consequentialist. In this way he seeks to
explain the difficulty identified above. Nonetheless, even within the consequcntialist
school no matter how desirable the consequences may be, no reasoning is legally
permissible unless it is either authorised by a legal principle or is analogous to an
existing legal rule.

Harris in Law and Legal Science suggested that legal science constructs the law
according to four logical principles. These lie identifies as (1) exclusion, by which he
means that the law is identified by a finite set of sources; (2) subsumption, meaning
that rules originating in an inferior source must be subsumed under rules originating
in a superior source; (3) derogation, which stipulates a priority amongst rules
depending on a ranking of sources; and (4) non-contradiction, which insists that any
contradiction must he eliminated.

We can therefore sec that both Harris and MacCormick argue that it is part of
legal reasoning to eliminate logical conflicts between legal rules. Nonetheless, it has
been argued that logical reasoning need not be coherent. Even so, the system of
precedent is intended to he coherent in that it attributes a rational purpose to the
law. What is clear is that these coherence and consequential ist arguments are not
dictated by logic. As Holmes J said: '[Becausej the life of the law has been not logic
but experience, we can conclude that if a matter has come to litigation, it would
tend to indicate that it could not be resolved by logical reasoning.'

3.4 The case of the Speluncean Explorers

As a way of seeing how, if 'argumentative attitude' is the correct focus for law, we
should judge which arguments are good, and which are had, it is extremely useful to
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examine Professor Lon Fuller's famous article in which he compared some radically
different ways judges might argue.

As an introduction to jurisprudence and the idea of legal argument, Fuller used
among others the hypothetical example of a case involving a situation ver y similar tothe facts of the case of R v Dudley and Stephens (1884) in which survivors have to
cannibalise one of their number in order to survive. One should notice how the
judgineiits- are a product of their own time. They are influenced b y the theories of
Marxism and fniinism and so there are limits to the value of this as ail
text. Students can find an extract in Lloyd and Freeman's 

Introduct,'n, toJurisprudence and are strongly recommended to read this in detail.
Fuller was attempting to examine the relationship between law and morality and

the use of moral and legal excuses and justifications in a particularly hard case. lie
also examines the role of the judge in a hard case, the technique of legal reasoning
and the perennial question of the fidelit y to law: under what circumstances if any
may the citizen disobey the law? Professor Twining thinks that the introduction is
fair as fir as it goes but it does not tackle enough questions and lie has cited as an
example the failure to take account of Marxism.

In the judgments Fuller focuses on certain divergent philosophies of law and
government. Handy J examines the question in terms of practical wisdom. He wants
to know what should be clone with the defendants and expresses concern that the
judiciary will lose touch with reality. He seems less concerned with the letter of the
law and more concerned with public perception. He states that public opinion is
relevant in the criminal law. The judges may take account of Public opinion in the
sentencing of offenders, yet in this case the sentence is mandatory. Given that the
sentence is mandatory, Handy J seeks to take account of the personality of the chief
executive, the elected official in whose hands the question of clemency would
constitutionally rest. This approach appears to be ail of the role of the
judge although it does look at factors that might well influence a real-lih judge.
Handy J states that lie is becoming more perplexed at the refusal of the judiciary to
apply a common sense approach to problems. Quite what the connection' between
common sense and the letter of the law is remains the unanswered question in this
judgment.

Staying true to the literal interpretation tradition that was prevalent in the
common law, Truepenny (J approaches the problem from the point of the strict
letter application of the law, regardless of the potential injustice of the outcome, lie
demarcates the role of the judge in the application of the law as separate from the
role of the legislature in the making of law. According to the constitutional
arrangements in this hypothetical country the executive branch have the power to
grant clemency. Truepenny CJ says that it is no part of the role of the judge in the
case and indeed in doing SO the judge would be usurping the role of the executive
branch if he granted what would in effect be clemency.

Foster J outlines two alternative approaches to the answer to the problem. It is
not difficult to detect that Fuller himself identifies with and supports the second of
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these approaches. Foster firstl y postulates that the premise on which the positive law
is based is that of the possibility of men's coexistence, lie maintains that where that
coexistence is impossible then the condition that underlies all positive law ceases to
exist. Therefore what the defendants did was not a crime because the law which said
it was a crime did not exist. Foster J then continued that if that line of reasoning was
not acceptable then he suggested the line favoured b y Fuller himself, namely that
positive law should he interpreted reasonably in the light of its evident purpose, and
gives as an example the law oil defence. He states that the correction of obvious
error is not to supplant the legislative will, but to make that will effi,ctive. This is
the purposive approach to the role of the judges in the interpretation of statutes.

We now turn to a rather unusual judge. Tatting approaches the case and
becomes confused. He is worried about the implications of his decision but is also
mindful of the strict letter of the law. He asks by what authorit y do we resolve
ourselves into a court of nature? I-Ic is unable to resolve the doubts that so trouble
his mind about this case and therefore seeks to withdraw from the decision. 'Fatting
is not fulfilling his duty b y withdrawing. lie seeks to shift blame on to the
prosecuting authority who he suggests ought to have exercised their discretion and
not prosecuted these defendants. Had they done SO that would have absolved the
court, including Tatting, from having to reach a decision. 'Fatting insists on
Withdrawal even when it is made clear to him that his failtirc to participate 'ill lead
in the end to the death penalty being imposed oil 	 defendants. I-ic seems simply
to wash his hands of the whole affair. Can it 	 actuall y do this?

Finally, Keen J states that it is not the proper role Of tile court to instruct the
executive on the exercise of clemenc y , lie maintains that the court is not in session
in order to apply conceptions of moralit y , rather it should apply the law. I IC cannot
take the speech of Foster seriously since in his opinion l'ostcr J has Failed to
distinguish the legal from the moral aspects of' the case- As to the purpose of the
argument, Keen maintains that due to the supremacy of the legislature it is not
alwa ys possible to know what purpose it had in mind and it would not Ihcrcfurc be
possible to fill the gaps. I Ic would affirm the convict ions of' the defendants oil
grounds that judicial dispensation does more harnl in the long run than hard
decisions. Nonetheless lie seems to go on to sa y how t lie matter should be
approached from the point of view of an ordinar y citizen.
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4.1 Introduction

(There has been a long association between morality, and law. Traditionally, law has
been associated with religions, customs and divinit) In the West, the revealed laws
of God in the form of the Bible have dominated legal concepts. Similar relationships
with other religions have attributed the origin of law to the spiritual rather than the
rational.

( Most legal sstenis appropriate to themselves the cnfrcement of contemporary,
moral and ethical values. The purpose of law can thcrefre sometimes be confused
with moralit y . Olivecrona suggests that moralit y, is the product of law and certainly
developed social morality would probably, be impossible if it were not tbr legal
enforcement.' However, there are moral elements which appear prinlarily r to stem
from human nature such as love and consideration. On the other hand, there are
certain legal rules that are morally indifferent such as those concerning which side of
the road to drive on. To this extent there is quite evidently a difkrence in content
between law and morality. Morality may, inform the legislator but the question must
be raised as to whether law has to be morally valid in order to be legally, valid.

4.2 What is morality?

Before we try to address some of the issues raised here it might be helpful to define
some closely related concepts of morality. If we say something is moral or immoral,
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we might mean a variety of things, but issues of morality are normally decided by
conscience or instinct. It is not our place at this moment to ask whether conscience
and instinct are learned responses or pre-programmed. It suffices to say that there is
no requirement to look to outside information or reason in order to find an answer
to some moral dilemmas. Often moral feelings run against the grain of other people's
views and even our own reasoning. As such, morals defined in this way are capable
of producing infinite disagreement, since different people's consciences dictate
different things.

Positive and critical morality

A useful distinction to be drawn is that between 'positive' and 'critical' morality.
The distinction and terminology is present in Bentham and Austin and surfaces in
contemporary times in Hart's work attacking Lord Devlin, Law, Liher! )/ and Morality.
In Austin, the distinction arose in connection with the distinction between the 'Divine
law', which was the law of God, as laid down in the Ten Commandments, for
eaniple, or, for the utilitarians, as revealed in the index of utility.

The difference between these two possible bases for morality is important. That
people in general agree that something should morally be done or is morally
permissible, cannot be a sufficient justification for doing that thing, otherwise
slavery would have been right once. What people believe, namely, what is a positive
set of beliefs, is not a ground for saying that what they believe is true, and so
constitutes morality. Or, another way of putting exactly the same point, is to say
that morality is not explained merely by reference to conventional morality.

Of course, the existence of certain Conventions may provide a reason for behaving
in a particular way as, for example, the Convention that you take your hat off in
church should be followed in order to avoid offending people. But that is not the
same as saying that the convention creates the moral rule, except in the misleading
and unimportant sense in which we might say 'theirs was a morality of slavery'. The
unimportance (and danger) of the use of the word 'morality' in that phrase becomes
crystal clear when we use phrases such as 'the morality of the Nazi party was an
unmoral morality'. The relevant distinction here was drawn neatly by Bentham and
Austin, who talked of the distinction between 'positive' and 'critical' morality,
positive morality being those social conventions created by man, and critical morality
being the standards by which those social conventions could be judged.

Where, however, a society shares certain moral values on such matters as
adultery, prostitution or abortion, we might say that these are social mores. This
could also be termed morality. But social mores are to a certain extent a matter of
faith. Even in the age of opinion polls we cannot be sure whether contemporary
people actually feel prostitution is morally wrong, since they might have been
persuaded by arguments rather than conscience or conviction. Propaganda and
indoctrination have a powerful effect on so-called shared morality. Not just in Nazi
Germany, but in thirties America and many other societies, public morality has been
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manipulated by subtle propaganda about racial hygiene. In Germany the desire for
healthy beautiful babies led rapidly to the sterilisation of the disabled and the
eradication of undesirable populations.

Thus, relying on what people's 'revealed preferences' are may succeed in
producing moral norms that offend against many people's consciences. This problem
has plagued moralists and lawyers for centuries. The obvious response was to find a
wa y in which moral imperatives could be translated into practical imperatives, without
perverting the original moral intentions. This is the task that ethics has set itself.

Ethics and practical reason

The language of ethics and the language of law are similar and centre UOfl
questions of obligation, duty and so forth. Much jurisprudence such as that of
Finnis is inspired by ethical studies; however the differences between these
disciplines are wide. If an ethical scholar says I should follow a certain code, I may
ask why, and I will obey only if I am convinced by his reasoning. But I cannot avoid
the binding effect of a law simply because I do not agree with the reasoning behind
it. Ethics change according to improvements in practical reasoning. But although
jurists, such as Raz, concede that practical reasoning is not entirely excluded from
the law, they also insist that part of the process of law becoming law is the exclusion
of further debate.

This may be illustrated by simple analogy. Parliament may debate a 13111 on the
basis of practical reasoning, ethics, social mores or individual consciences. However,
once the Bill is made into law such debate is largely excluded. Cases such as C/zczey v
Con,: illustrate the finality of debate, even when norms of international morality are
invoked. The law to this extent differs from ethics. This closed-minded system of legal
reasoning often leads people to say that law is formalistic, pedantic or simply unjust.

We have seen, however, that social mores are difficult to ascertain and not
necessarily related to personal morality. Law is shy of taking account of personal
conscience simply because one cannot necessarily look into a person's mind to tell
whether it is a genuinely held conviction and because of the vast differences between
people's attitudes.

4.3 Morality and objectivity

The objectivity of morality does not depend on an external world of moral reality or
on the existence of conventions. It is not, on the other hand, 'totally subjective'
because its coherence must be testable in the public domain.. It must, too, as we
shall see, be subject to the stringent requirements of rationality.

The idea of the public accountability of the moral assertions one makes is
apparent in the famous Hart-Devlin debate. Lord Devlin propounded this thesis in
his famous lecture delivered in 1958. He argued with the case in mind of the
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legalisation of homosexual acts between consenting adult males proposed by the
Wolfenden Committee of the United Kingdom which had produced a report in the
previous year. l)eviin's position was that we have to understand that a societ y like
the United Kingdom is made up of various ties and traditions such as, for example,
a common morality based upon the Christian religion. Appealing to our conviction
that the state has the right to protect itself by using the criminal law to punish
treasonable acts, Devlin argued that the state could, in principle, outlaw acts that
threatened to undermine the state's moral existence (although he did not himself
regard the prohibition of private homosexuality as falling within this anibit). Those
acts would be those determined by a ;urybox 'litmus paper' test of what the public
opinion was at the particular time.

There are famous problems with these ideas. One is that man y object to the idea
that the state somehow has a right to protect itself from moral change. But the
strongest one is that 'the public Morality' is vastl y more complex than a description
of what the public 'feels' at a particular time, and allows for tile holding of sincerely
held views of a different and contrary nature. Since this is what 'public morality'
means, and not what the man in the 'Clapham omnibus' kels a real sense of
'intolerance, indignation and disgust' about, the idea of the state enfircing 'public
morality' is not so simple as to allow the crude expression of public feeling.

We ma y come to this conclusion b y way of analysis of the idea of it

position'. It is initiall y an argument about the way WC ill fact speak in moral
discourse, but it is intended, too, to make moral sense. The idea of a Consensus in
\ViliCh public moralit y allows for a variation of moral views is one that lies squarely
on the idea of a democratic community in which each individual enjo ys an equality
of respect. That idea itself is the engine far I)workin's criticism and it is an idea
that is not easily to be extricated from I )evlin's position that it IS Societ y or
ColllfllUflity that is important. implicit at least ill the Clapham man's vision is an
egalitarian premise that the ordinary mall's view, about the kind of moral
environment in which he wishes to live, be given voice.

We can examine more closel y the place of reason in morality. Arc prejudfred
views permitted as genuinely moral views? Clearl y not. The admission of prejudice
bY sonleone disqualifies him in our eyes from speaking sensibly oil matter. The
man Who Says, '1 just hate queers' is not someone who we feel is expressing a
genuinely moral View.

Let us now consider the place of the fdlowing reason: 'That action just makes
me sick'. Is it sufficient to offer a mere emotional reaction to something to establish
O11C's moral position? We often criticise some forms of moral argument as being
'emotive', meaning that the appeal they make bypasses reason. If it is a legitimate
way of criticising a person's moral stance, then it supports the view that reasons,
rather than emotions, are an essential ingredient of having a moral view.

But that way of puffing it can be misleading, far having a particular emotion may
be a way of stating at least part of a reason, as when we say we feel angry about
something. And having emotional reactions to some sorts of tiling - say, seeing a cat
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being tortured - is, we feel, right and proper. Nevertheless, a statement of 'feeling'
alone is not enough because we always want to know the reason for the feeling or
the anger or whatever. In other words, it is the reason that comes first.

If someone claimed that he morally disapproved of blacks and, in response to the
question wh y , said: "l'liey just make me angry, that's all,' we would not think that
this was sufficient. In fict, the absence of a proffered reason, or any reason at all
that we can think makes sense of the remark, would in all probability make us
conclude that this l)C5Ot had a phobia, or an obsession.

What about mistakes of fact? What if a person says that he morally disapproves
of the Clinton administration because it started the First World War? Rationality
requires that sonic minimum standard of evidence be complied with in any view put
forward based oil proposition of fact. What sort of view would it be if it did not
need to pass through that sieve of rationality? The Emperor Justinian was said to
have disapproved of homosexuality because it caused earthquakes (presumably, an
act springing from the wrath of tli'e Gods).

just repeating what another says, too, is insufficient. Imagine someone says that
lie disapproves of abortion and, when asked for a reason, replies, 'because my
mother disapproves'. We expect a person's views to be his or her own.

These are four sorts of reasons that have the result of disqualifying a person's
expressed attitudes from counting as a moral position. But there are others we can
imagine once we get the idea. We cannot have moral views about inanimate objects,
say, earthquakes ('earthquakes are irresponsible, or frivolous') for example, and our
thoral conclusions must ifillow logically from the premises we claim to hold.

4.4 The method of 'reflective equilibrium'

'Reflective equilibrium' is the name that the contemporary political philosopher John
Rawls gives, in his A Jizeor)' of 7usi:ce (1970), to what he regards as the correct
method of moral reasoning. It envisages an equilibrium being attained between moral
intuitions, or convictions, and abstract positions on general questions of morality
(moral theories) that we hold. The 'equilibrium' between the two should be reached
b y our comparing our intuitions with our structured moral beliefs.

Sometimes our intuitions embarrass our theories, as when our intuition that just
wars are morally permissible embarrasses our theory that innocent life must never be
taken. The process of reflective equilibrium justifies the moral psychology whereby
either the theory is modified or developed in a way that can explain the intuition
(say, innocent life must not intentionally be taken, with sonic attendant theories
about what constitutes innocent life and what intention means), or the intuition
begins to lose its impact and finally disappears given the coherence of the theory.

Of course, the abstract positions oil moral questions that we hold will
make sense of the particular intuitions we have. So the process is ongoing. We
niodify , or even eventuall y abandon, intuitions in the light of our generalisations and
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acquire new intuitions both in the light of theory and new experiences. Arguments
we have with others about moral issues should develop in the same way. We test
intuitions we hold against general positions we hold. We embarrass others by
pointing to inconsistencies between their intuitions and their general positions.

4.5 Cultural relativity

One of the most common arguments used to establish that morality is 'subjective'
only is the argument from cultural relativity. Other cultures have different values so,
crudel y , it follows that there is no one 'essential' morality and all values are
'relative'. Advocates of this kind of thinking are fond of saying such things as that
slavery III southern states of the United States in the nineteenth century was
'morally permissible' for them, or cannibalism in certain primitive tribes was 'moral'
for f/Fern, and so on.

Someone who holds the sceptical view that values are 'subjective' because of
cultural relativity, must hold the view that values can be objective because, in order
to be so, they must be cross-cultural. Why else would he argue that values are
subjective because they are intra-cultural only? One kind of argument fr cultural
relativity can be dismissed here, although it is very common indeed. This is the
'who are we to judge?' sort and it may be useful to label it the 'cultural arrogance'
argument. It says that cultural differences are just so great that it is simply arrogant
to suppose that anyone can transplant the values of one culture to another. This
kind of argument relics on the strength of our dislike, for example, of Victorian
missionaries being shocked by African tribal morality and the insensitivity with
which judgments were made and carried out, often with appalling Consequences. But
does it make a difference that slavery occurs, or occurred, in another culture?
Usually where arrogance is not a factor, people are willing to accept that 'trans-
cultural' moral judgments can be made.

4.6 Law and morality in history

It is difficult for the law student to gain an objective perspective of the debate on
law and morality since issues of morality are largely excluded from the study of
substantive English law. This may be as .I result of the tradition of classical
English positivism in legal studies. Duncan Kennedy in The Ideological (]on,'e,ii of
Legal Education (cited Chapter 8, Lloyd and Freeman) posits an interesting insight
into this situation. Discussing the education techniques employed III schools,
which he views as liberal in their ideological approach, rather than being pluralistic,
he states:

'If one thinks about law in this wa y, one is inescapably dependent on the very techniques
of legal reasoning that are being marshalled in defense of the status quo.'
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To begin with, let us consider the understanding of the nature of law in times
past when such a view was perhaps less prevalent. The case of John Lilburne,
though it might be taken as exceptional, illustrates the wide gulf between the law's
own definition of itself in the mid-seventeenth century and the modern view.
During the English Commonwealth, Lilburne was subject to an Act of Parliament
banishing him oil of death. Lilburne fought the case on the authority of Coke's
Institutes which stated:

Where reason ceascth, the law ccascth ... All customs and prescriptions (Acts of
Parliament, laws and judgments) that be against reason are void and null in themselves.'

The Court was persuaded by this argument even to the extent of deciding that the
jury was the judge of law as well as fact. That such arguments were entertained and
indeed prevailed was no mere anomaly of the Commonwealth. Coke's laws and cases
are taken to he accurate statements of the law to the present (lay, even though it has
been shown persuasively that at leat in Slat/es case Coke's reports contain more of
Ills opinions than those of the judges.

This seems strange to the modern English eye, but very much in keeping with
the legacy of early English jurisprudence. Perhaps the most positivist and modern of
sixteenth century juristic writin gs was Smith's Dc Republica Anglorum, in which,
while conceding the absolute power of the king in Parliament, Smith takes a very
non-committal position oil 	 question of immoral laws. To Smith the question of
whether a law's validity is linked to morality depends, in hindsight, oil 	 civil
disobedience results in political success.

lf on the one hand, there was an assertion that reason and common sense
governed the application of new law, there was also a deep-seated belief that law was
a heritage stronger than governments or kings, a guarantee of rights in itself'. The
Elizabethan lawyer, Maynard, contends that the king is subject to law L)ecause the
law (10th make him king. Therefore, if he sought to change the law to something
immoral or irrational he could not.

The view that law was immutable and fixed was implicit in the common usage of-
the word law itself and adherence to law was partly due to the wisdom of antiquity
which had been tried and tested over the ages. Moreover, in the earl y sixteenth
century, law enkrcement was scarcely in the hands of the government, being more
dependent on the practice and teachings of the Church.

The Church contributed two great factors to the law and morality issue.
Firstly, until the English Reformation, it represented a supra-national entity with

real political and theological sanctions at its disposal, in all when, although its
power was on the decline, the fear of excommunication could still keep an unruly
prince in check. In theory the Church was itself accountable,. not politically, but
morall y to God.

Secondly, it had a monopoly on the truth of moral determinations. If the Church
said something was wrong, it was wrong! There was therefore no problem in the law
determining what moral standards it must conform to. In essence England was a
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place where there was the Church's law, the people's law and the king's law in
Parliament.

The Enlightenment

Across Europe similar situations prevailed, but also the same problems arose. Kings
and Parliaments became wealthier and consequently more efficient at government.
Science was eroding superstition and religion. The moral and religious authorit y of
the Church was being challenged, because of the growing feeling that the Church
was a mere number cipher for national powers and riddled with moral corruption.

With apologies to historians, these factors may be seen as accounting for some of
the jurisprudential developments that urged law and moralit y to part compan y in the
minds of lawyers, legislators and jurists alike.

./ll)SOli1iS.*ii

With the increasing strength of national kings and the declining fortune of the
Church, James I, Richelieu and Louis XIV among others denied any legal or
religious fetters on monarchic authority. Law became simply what the sovereign
willed law to be and matters such as moralit y or religion were solely in their
keeping. England had all oil rest of lurope, since the l;iglish Refirniation
had unified Church and state in the person of the monarch.

Not surprisingly, since the absolute monarch was no longer necessaril y king by
virtue of the law and custom of the land, another reason was needed. Conveniently'
therefire, the monarch became the monarch by Divine Right, requiring moral and
religious obedience, and the link with morality was thereby maintained. In this also
the seeds of the imperative theory are to be fund, law is the will of the sovereign,
irrespective of sul);ective moral or other considerations.

Europe was rapidly realising that the rest of the world had moralities of a
difkrent kind: every nation has its own type of wisdom Mahomet symbolises the
wisdom of' the Arabs, for example. Moral truths did not seem to be so certainly the
exclusive monopoly of any particular Church, wrote one t.hizabethan jurist.

St'cuIa r nora lit)'

The secularisation of' morality and its application to law at the hands of (irotius and
others is largely relevant to the natural law issues of the next chapter. Instead of
rel y ing on religion, the secular natural lawyers sought to superimpose nioral
standards on law by the application of reason. Uavle philosophicall y separated
religion from morality, but in doing so contributed to the theoretical separation of
the law from morality, which was quite opposite to his desire.

The eighteenth century saw scientific development, which engendered an
absolute faith in observation and reasoning to solve all problems. If Newton could
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make i law true for all falling objects, then Locke could find the ke y to law that
would explain the science of legislation. Ills Essay Concern jn' human Understanding
was widel y read and influential, especiall y his emphasis on observable facts and
inductive knowledge as the preferred methodology for jurisprudence. As to the
question of moralit y , that was simply a matter of human sensations of pleasure and
pain, backed b y the power of desire. Others of his conclusions, although influential,
are manifestls contradictory to his espouse(] methodolog y , being more the result of
his political opinions rather than empirical observation. I lowever, his influence is
very evident in the writing of Hume and others, in the American Constitution, the
Glorious Revolution, while his account of moralit y is to be found In the writings of
I knthani, among others.

If we combine I ockc's psychology with I lobbes' pessimism, for the latter thought
that men's desires were naturall y brutish, we not onl y come to I Iobbcs' conclusion that
all power should reside in an absolute sovereign, but ma y also come to feel that
popular moralit y is not necessaril' a good tiling. Thus Voltaire, although advocating a
humane legal system, dismissed ordinary people as the rabble, fhllowing Lockean logic.

I 'ocke's inkctious ideas reached even the Priesthood in the shape of Condillac.
Ile viewed nian as being born morall y neutral with the capacity to develop morally
only by learning. It was, fbr Condillac, the environment and education that made
mail or bad and he rejected determinism altogether. Thus, by improving the
environment, man could become perfect. Following in this mould, Helvetius
concluded that man was simply sensitive matter to be motivated simply by pleasure
and pain. On this account, morality was simply what is good, that is, pleasure, so
that the object of morality could simply be seen to be obtaining the greatest pleasure
fr the greatest amount of sensitive matter.

It is following this, admittedly short, history that the stage is set for
understanding the philosophical developments that lead to the contemporary debates,
which are set in the context of utilitarian theories of morality (see Chapter 6). And it
is utilitarianism which is at the foundation of legal positivism. First, however, we
need to turn to the important moral question of when citizens have a duty, if they
have, to obey the law.
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5.1 A claim to moral authority

If law is distinct from morality, we need to establish whether the obligation to obey
the law is to any extent a moral one. It is a manifest fact of legal systems that they

Claim moral authority fir themselves. Even the most reprehensible of laws made i))
the most reprehensible regimes are couched in moral terms. In South Africa the
illegality of inter-racial marriages was based oil premise that it would be immoral
fbr a white to be in union with a lesser species. Even where there is obvious

brutality that Cannot itself be justified, the moral rectitude of the political order may
be invoked. If a government in Jngland were to pass it 	 that was regarded as
immoral, it could still point w the moral legitimation of being electorallv
accountable.	 -

']'be tradition of moral marketing fit is well illustrated in Douglas I lay's
account of the ideology of force, Justice  ann merc y il_i /!/biofl 's Fatal Tee. It is hard
to understand t lie genuine paternalism of generations Past that enshrined the belief
that the ruling classes had a moral dut y to rule. Still harder to understand is the
widespread acceptance, by the ruled, of the repressive legal system as being not only
naturally but morally right.

Speaking of the arbitrary nature of eiglitccttth century criminal law, I lay says:

I;ngl islimelt tended iii ih n k of just ice in persota I terms, and were more Si rock by
understand tog of ul iv id ua I cases than b y t lie delights of abstract schemes Where
authority is embodied in direct personal relationships, itien w ill olien accept power, even
enormous desp 0 ic power, when it comes to file  gi )( id King, the fat her iii his people, whit
tempers just ice wuh mercy. A hrtu of this powerFulpowerful psychic coil figurat urn was the law's
greatest strength as an ideological sVstelt), especially aniongst the poor, and in the
countryside.'

40
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Certainly, in the static and personal world of the eighteenth century, patterns of
authority and obligation had more in common with the feudal morality of loyalty to
ones lord than to an allegiance to a social idea such as law. However, the same
cannot he said of the modern situation in England, leading to a particular mystique
about the nature of legal obligation.

The fact that law is still thought of as being in the interest of society can be seen
in the judgments of most criminal cases. To this extent, l)etniold in The Unit)' of
Moralit)' and Law claims that all -legal judgments seek to refer themselves to
corresponding moral norms. This may well be an insincere attempt on the l)ilrt of
the law giver to gain moral approval.

Even if' it seems that a law does not accord with the consensus oil
moralit y , it does not mean that there is no appeal to moralit y . In dramatic terms, the
judge who regrets having to apply a law, because it seems to be unfair, but stresses
that it is nonetheless his duty to do so, reinforces the keling that there is a higher
moral dut y binding the judge.

There is considerable evidence to suggest that moral reasoning is learned, rather
than innate (see Kohlberg's Moral Development and Behaviour). It may be that our
response to legal obligations is learned in a related wa y . When we are children we
are told that certain things are wrong because they are not 'nice' and others are
wrong because they are against the law. The difference between the obligation to
obey the law and the obligation to obey moral laws is obscure, but the difference is
defined by the differences between practical and legal solutions to moral problems. If
faced with the choice of breaking the law and betra ying moral principles, the
language of legal marketing often encourages us to see it as a moral dilemma. When
a judge criticises a person for seeking to set himself above the law, this implies a
moral argument: everyone else surrenders their problems to the law because it is
socially right and prevents anarchy, so why should the individual be the exception?

To suggest that there is no moral element to legal obligation would be to
contradict this marketing approach, but then who believes packaging? However, this
brings us no nearer to understanding the nature of legal obligation. Asserting that
law is to be obeyed because it is binding is a tautology. It is simply to repeat that it
should be obeyed. We might take the Kelsenite view that law should be obeyed
because it is validated by all rule or Grunt/,ior,n. This is an ultimate rule
or norm that requires the legal s ystem to be obeyed. Such a norm in Kelsen's eyes is
a presupposition of juristic thinking which amounts to a lawverly assumption.

Morall y , this is the least satisfactory solution. It amounts to a suggestion that the
obligation to obe y law stems from law yers saying that it should be obeyed. This
appears unsatisfactory, because it provides us with no firm rationale. It is rather like
a child asking his parent wh y he must go to bed at bedtime and being answered
'because I say so'.

However, there is still truth contained in the idea. III 	 civilisation, few
aspects of life are not impinged upon or dependent oil 	 legal system. So the
citizen might feel he has little alternative but to pla y along with the rules of the
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game. However, this passive attitude would not seem completely to explain what
ethical scholars would term the pro-attitude towards law that is manifest among the
ordinary population.

Harris, in Legal Philosophies, notes that although most people will participate in
law-breaking activities themselves, they are still critical of others' illegal activities.
This can be explained. Certainl y , some legal prohibitions accord with the common
view of what is morall y unacceptable, while other minor laws seem simply an
administrative nuisance. Thus, one could easily envisage even a petty thief criticising
it This is not necessarily it moral endorsement of the obligation to obey law,
but an endorsement of the obligation to obey what are subjectively felt to be morally
correct laws.

5.2 The positivist view

That one need not obey an immoral law has always been conceded by positivists,
although their tones are resonant of Anglicanism. One need not obey all
law, but one cannot evade the legal consequences of so doing. For this reason, it is
the consequences of disobedience to the law to which its binding effect is largely
credited. For many positivists law should be obe yed, to a certain extent, because
some benefit ma y be accrued from doing so, and to a greater extent because of the
apprehension that it 	 might be imposed.

However, the nature of benefits anticipated by the upright citizen is viewed by
writers

-
 such as Bentham its being more in the nature of a bribe. If part of the

recognition of an obligation to obey is the acceptance that a law might be of benefit
to oneself or to others, then this might explain some of the moral clement of legal
obligation. This expn	 nlaatio is not cliflicult to accept when we consider that living in
societ y requires ;I 	 of freedom as well as ;I 	 acceptance of
obligations. This explanation remains conditional oil law being Seen to be morally
justified by the common good. 'l'he law in quest ion need not actually be advanced
fr moral reasons b y the legislator, but it needs only to have the appearance of being
iiiorallv right. 'I'hus, social security refiwnis in the 1980s which made lik
significantly harder fir many people at the poorer end of society, were seen b y many
as being morally right because such people were often represented as less
\VON Ii while, or lazy.

5.3 Social contractarian theories

A particular version of the t heory that law is obligatory because it satisfies social
needs is to be fund in the so-called social contract theories. We have alread y noted
that I lobbes viewed humans, in their natural state, as nasty and brutish. To I lobbes
the legal system is the instrument by which order is achieved and, in fact, he
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considered it the only means of maintaining social cohesion. Law should theref)re be
obe yed in return for the maintenance of order.
III Locke considered that although humans had certain inalienable

rights, they surrendered their freedom for the purpose of channelling their cfThrts in
the collective enterprise of society . As such, the law-maker holds their interests on
trust, directing societ y through the agency of the law. However, if this trust is
l)et raved, then the law-maker cannot command obedience.

These theories are dubbed social contract theories because thc' see the
relationship between legal authorit y and civil obedience resting oil mutual
promises. To l-h)bbeS, the brutes obe y , but in return the law-maker must maintain
order. I ockes premise is that the partial surrender of freedom is in return for good
order. It is thus as if the parties had entered into a contract. The major difficulty
with these theories is that they fiil adequately to explain how such promises were
obtained. I )o I, b y being born into a societ y , automaticall y consent to be ruled? It
ma y be argued that by nl\' presence within the territor y I have given rn' consent,
but there is hardly an inch of the world now where law does not claim to exist.
Alternatively, it might be said that by being born, I have alread y taken the benefit of
societ y and as such have accepted my obligation to obey. This would seem very
unsatisfictory as an explanation.

The broad, political moralit y of the social contract theory is, thus, not el-\'
convincing. When we consider justice we will consider Rawls, who postulates a
theor y not dissimilar to the social contract theor y , which proposes acaicullis 0

fiiirness suggesting what laws should be obe yed and when there is no longer an
obligation to (10 50.

5.4 Finnis

III Finnis postulitesa View of legal obligation based 111)011 nat oral and sell-
evident principles of what is good and principles of 'hat he calls, borrowing from
Aristotle, 'practical reasonableness'. While law is whatever is legally valid, the
obligation that accrues to law is obviously greater, the more respect a legal system
has for these principles. Legal systems are seen as carrying with them a general
moral obligation if' they carry with them moral approval. Without such approval
Finnis would not dispute that a law is a law, but would assert that there is no
obligation to obe y it. Such a conclusion has great attractions and, it should be noted,
the strength of Finnis' argument is based oil 	 derivation of objective moral values.

5.5 Conclusion

That there is the possibility and even likelihood of a link between the strength of
the obligation to obe y the law and general moral obligations cannot be denied. Raz's
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views are useful here. He offers a marriage of practical and moral reasoning with
positivism in a way that has gained him widespread respect. When addressing the
question as to whether law is value-free, he identifies the process of law creation as
being a process of gradual purification. The debates that precede the creation of
statutes are ultimately based on practical and political reasoning, including moral
consideration. Once a Bill becomes law, part of the broader debate is excluded.
However, there may remain executive decisions. It may be necessary fbr executive
action to be taken in the form of delegated legislation. Even when a court is faced
with a complete statute, there are clearly still issues to be addressed in the form of
the correct principles to apply. Court decisions are influenced b y the participants,
and to this extent even those subject to the law can affect legal values b y pursuing
legal arguments. However, law is for Raz a matter concerned with the executive
stage of institutional decisions and, as such, what has been decided by Parliament or
a Ministry or a court excludes further discussion. However, the deliberative stages
that continue until the final decision of the final court of appeal of a particular case
reflect our moral and intellectual interests and Concerns.


